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qualifying offers. Jack Gilfoy was Henry Mancini's drummer for 30 years and has performed over 1, concerts and TV
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The pattern that Warren "Baby" Dodds played. Problems listening to the files? The first true jazz drummers
had a somewhat limited palette to draw on, despite their broad range of influence. Military rudiments and
beats in the military style were essentially the only technique that they had at their disposal. However, it was
necessary to adapt to the particular music being played, so new technique and greater musicianship evolved.
The roll was the major technical device used, and one significant pattern was simply rolling on alternate beats.
Warren "Baby" Dodds , one of the most famous and important of the second generation of New Orleans jazz
drummers, stressed the importance of drummers playing something different behind every chorus. His style
was regarded as overly busy by some of the older generation of jazz musicians such as Bunk Johnson. The
rhythm was as follows: Aside from these patterns, a drummer from this time would have an extremely small
role in the band as a whole. Drummers seldom soloed , as was the case with all other instruments in earliest
jazz, which was based heavily on the ensemble. When they did, the resultant performance sounded more like a
marching cadence than personal expression. The drummers and the rhythms they played served as
accompaniment for dance bands, which played ragtime and various dances, with jazz coming later. It was
common in these bands to have two drummers, one playing snare drum, the other bass. Eventually, however,
due to various factors not the least of which being the financial motivation , the number of drummers was
reduced to one, and this created the need for a percussionist to play multiple instruments, hence the drum set.
The first drum sets also began with military drums, though various other accessories were added later in order
to create a larger range of sounds, and also for novelty appeal. The most common of the accoutrements were
the wood block , Chinese tom-toms large, two-headed drums , cowbells , cymbals, and almost anything else
the drummer could think of adding. The characteristic sound of this set-up could be described as "ricky-ticky":
It was not until a bit later, however, that the displays of technical virtuosity by these men were replaced by
definite change in the underlying rhythmic structure and aesthetic of jazz, moving on to an era called bebop.
Bebop[ edit ] To a small extent in the swing era, but most strongly in the bebop period, the role of the
drummer evolved from an almost purely time-keeping position to that of a member of the interactive musical
ensemble. Using the clearly defined ride pattern as a base, which was brought from the previous rough quality
to the smooth, flowing rhythm we know today by "Papa" Jo Jones , as well as a standardized drum set,
drummers were able to experiment with comping patterns and subtleties in their playing. His many
contributions included comping with the bass drum, playing "on top of the beat" imperceptibly speeding up ,
playing with the soloist instead of just accompanying him, playing solos of his own with many melodic and
subtle qualities, and incorporating melodicism into all of his playing. Elvin Jones , in an interview with Down
Beat magazine, described it as "a natural step". In bebop, comping and keeping time were two completely
different requirements of the drummer, but afterward, the two became one entity. This newfound fluidity
greatly extended the improvisatory capabilities that the drummer had. The concept of manipulating time,
making the music appear to slow down or race ahead, was something that drummers had never attempted
previously, but one that was evolving quickly in this era. Layering rhythms on top of each other a polyrhythm
to create a different texture in the music, as well as using odd combinations of notes to change feeling, would
never have been possible with the stiffness of drumming in the previous generation. Compositions from this
new period required this greater element of participation and creativity on the part of the drummer. Musicians
were not encumbered by as many aspects of bebop, like the extremely high tempos and quick chord changes [
citation needed ]. Free jazz[ edit ] Throughout the history of jazz drumming, the beat and playing of the
drummer have become progressively more fluid and "free", and in avant-garde and free jazz , this movement
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Basic Rhythms and Styles for the Working Drummer by Jack Gilfoy Jack Gilfoy was Henry Mancini's drummer for 30
years and has performed over 1, concerts and TV shows. This book focuses on the "feel" of rhythms, covering these
topics: Early Jazz Drumming, Swing Style, Jazz Options, Rock Drumming, Country Drumming, Latin American Rhythms,
West.

The possibilities of two against three, three against four, and beyond are continually explored in jazz, rock,
and other styles. For many a drummer across different genres, discussing polyrhythms often brings to mind
Peter Magadini. Polyrhythms for the Drumset followed his first foray into the subject, then came the Jazz
Drums DVD and two Learn to Play the Drumset instructional books; the latter have been reorganized and
expanded as a complete text in the recently released All in One: Learn to Play the Drumset. Like so many
players, Magadini began drumming as a student. Goals are different for different people, and I enjoy seeing
people being creative at a musical instrument. One thing teaching does for me is keep my playing young.
Before I teach something, I need to know about it, and I have to understand a concept backwards and forwards
in time. Magadini began teaching drums early in his career, a pursuit synchronized with performing. Some
students were taught from the ground up, while others sought him out for specifics as his reputation grew. I
broke everything down and built it up, and that became the basis for Learn to Play the Drumset. So All in One
is about playing the drums and contains what I teach students 90 percent of the time. Only one page is devoted
to polyrhythms. Everything to do with the concept could be found in [those genres]. So I thought, What if I
forget about the sounds of the [tabla] and focus on the polyrhythms? We learn rhythms in a monaural way, so
the goal was to let go of the basic pulse and hear both rhythms at the same time. Elvin [Jones] was just doing it
naturally, but the rest of us have to work at it. I mean all of it: It opens and expands your rhythmic
comprehension to a much wider perspective. From to , he worked with keyboardist George Duke. Then, when
Magadini recorded his album Polyrhythm in , Duke, by now with Frank Zappa, brought those keyboards
along. Live in Californiaâ€”lasted forty-five years. The multidimensional Magadini covers a lot of ground. As
a teacher, performer, producer, and author, he influences the careers and development of musicians, and
continues to lead a truly polyrhythmic life. Play time, catch figures, and improvise drum fills. I have a whole
section devoted to just that in All in One: The goal is to try to have everything be spontaneous. The one thing I
stress with my own students, before we seriously get into polyrhythms, is that they concentrate on just being
good musicians first.
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Future Bass Electro House Before we look at drums in the electro house genre, I want to clarify what I mean
by electro house. What matters is learning how to program drums. You could call it complextro. Simple, dirty,
and effective. Key Points One thing to note about electro house drums is the incredibly simple patterns. The
track above is literally just a kick, hat, and snare pattern though there is a hi-hat layered with the kick. Why are
they so simple? Another thing worth pointing out is the sound of the drums. A good way to achieve this is by
using parallel distortion or simply picking samples that have a rough characteristic. This certain style of music
also allows for samples that sound a little more dirty than usual, similar to electro house. And finally, the
drums are quite simple in terms of samples and layering. Many deep house tracks use a standard clap, for
example. The bassline is the focus, and the drums are there to support it. Not the other way around. Tech
House Tech house is very similar to deep house, but there are obvious differences when you listen closely.
Drums tend to take precedence over the bassline, for example. Breaking it Down There are tech house tracks
out there with complex drum patterns which I could use as an example. Key Points Tech house can be quite
diverse, so the drums in one track may sound a lot different to another. However, there are a few key
takeaways. Secondly, tech house tends to have a lot more percussion than say, deep house. This type of music
is always enjoyable to listen to. The thing that most stands out, at least to me, is the amount of reverb on the
drums. Barring the kick, every hit has a tonne of reverb on it. The use of samples also stands out. A lot of
melodic house songs will feature the clap on the second beat, but not the fourth. Big Room Ah, big room. The
most controversial genre of our time. What am I talking about? I mean the festival music. The big hardstyle
like kick, the supersaw melodies, and simplistic drop. Key Points The first thought is, why is this drum pattern
so simple? Typically, big room will feature a subby, distorted kick. This is obviously a key element. This can
drive the track forward and add extra energy after the initial 8 or 16 bars in the drop have played. When it
comes to choosing samples and programming big room drums, you need to think BIG and keep it simple. My
knowledge is somewhat limited, so just keep that in mind as you go through this section. Key Points Drum
and bass is fast. After all, it is called Drum and bass. One of the key things that stands out in drum and bass is
the snare. In house and trance music, the snare or clap is a supplementary sound. Another thing that stands out
is the use of hi-hats. There are often many different layers of hi-hats going on at the same time. A track I
consider to have modern elements while still staying close to the original sound. That track is Flying to Mars
by Foreign Beggars feat. Key Points The drums in dubstep are supporting elements for the bassline, and
therefore are quite simple and straightforward. One thing to note is the laid-back feel of the drums, especially
in this particular track. The shuffle-like rhythm of the hi-hat makes for a very loose groove which works
cleverly with the bassline. The other thing to notice in this track is the subtle percussion. Trap Trap is an very
diverse genre. There are multiple different styles across several BPMs, each carrying its own groove and feel.
The drums of nearly any trap song are defined by the kick, snare, and hi-hat. Hi-Hats are extremely important
to the feel of trap songs, accounting for variations to the rhythm and swing of a track. The percussion sounds
used in modern trap songs are quite diverse. Listen to your favorite artists to hear what types of percussion
sounds they use, and whether or not they use the same sounds in multiple songs odds are, they do. This drum
pattern is fairly common, so I felt it would be a good one to break down, giving you a solid starting point for
writing a trap beat. Key Points This song features a classic half time pattern, with the snare on the 3rd beat of
each bar. The kick pattern is moderately active for a trap song, featuring a hard hitting double kick at the start
of the loop. As you can hear in the audio example, this helps to drive the drum loop forward, making it
dynamic and interesting. Further, the hi-hat in this loop is played at different velocities. In this track, when the
hi-hat is first brought it, the velocity is slowly increased. Both the drum samples and the drum patterns in
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Future Bass are similar to those in Trap. This a classic Future Bass drum pattern, similar to those in songs by
artists such as Flume and Louis the Child. Key Points The drum pattern for this song is fairly straightforward.
The only variation in this loop is via the claps, which have a slightly different pattern in the second bar of the
loop. The last element is the ride, which is played on every quarter note. Keeping the drum beat simple leaves
room for all the other instruments. Make sure while programming your own drum loops to keep the rest of the
song in mind: Make decisions that help the track as a whole. Use bad samples on purpose to invoke creative
and unique solutions. Use swing on individual elements to add complexity. Simplicity goes a long way.
Always ask yourself whether you need to add another sound. Add interest and variation. Have a sound that
plays every 1, 2, 4, and 8 bars. To improve your drum programming skill, remake patterns from existing tracks
in your genre. Always keep room for other elements bass, synths, vocals, etc. If this article helped you in
anyway, I would really appreciate it if you shared it. Twitter and Facebook shares help immensely. EDM
Foundations is the course for you.
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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

On the beat Time Feel: Even or slightly swung Dynamics: Medium to loud Ska has an energetic quality like
punk, but at times can also be reminiscent of reggae. The dynamic level is usually loud since the drummer has
to compete with those darn horns! Medium to insanely fast Beat Placement: One dynamic level â€” loud!
Obviously, fast double bass is challenging to play on a physical level. Achieving high speeds takes lots of
endurance, practice, and discipline, and serious metal drummers regularly work with a click to both check
their speed and increase it. Generally, most drummers play ballads slightly behind the beat. Wide range but
generally quiet to enhance the introspective and confessional quality of the lyrics. For this reason, most
drummers play sixteenth-notes on their hi-hat during slow ballads, to makes it easier to lock everything
together. Adding a light hi-hat accent on the eighth-notes can propel the music and add a subtle swing to it.
Practice your ballads with a metronome. Unless you play a lot of dirge material, you are likely to gradually
speed up your tempo. Simply gaining control of your tempos can do wonders to help lock in any groove. Wide
range, though pop-rock is more medium to loud There are many flavors of pop music and all are variations on
vanilla. Fast â€” at least until the drummer gets tired Beat Placement: On top of the beat Time Feel: Punk
music is often played very fast. The Circle Jerks and Ramones were never known for their ballads. Fast
tempos even out and straighten the time feel. Behind the beat Time Feel: This groove uses lots of accents and
buzz rolls and your dynamics will contribute a lot to the feel. A New Orleans second-line march has more in
common with a Scottish march than those we played in high school. Second-line refers to the band that
follows the hearse and family that lead New Orleans funeral parades â€” and you thought death metal had dark
origins! Surprisingly, this music has a cheerful, upbeat swinging quality. The drumming is based on a unique
blend of Civil Warâ€”era marches and African and Caribbean rhythms, creating a funky, laid-back groove that
every drum set drummer should have in their trick bag. Even or swung Dynamics: Wide range of volumes,
often accenting to lift the music. When played straighter, it has more of the sound of a train gradually churning
along. Wide range depending on style Beat Placement: The most common styles we play are bossa nova,
samba, mambo, and rumba. Drum set originated in the United States and is used to impersonate the sound of
several percussionists playing hand drums, which are used in Latin music. Since groups of individuals have
their own unique ways of interpreting time, the ability to bend the note placement of your hands over a steady
foot pattern will create more realistic results than completely accurate metronomic playing. Fills and grooves
in Latin music are somewhat ametrical in rhythm, and can even oscillate similar to an egg rolling. Often, the
difference is somewhere between even spacing and a triplet feel, but is actually not quite either. It can also
shift back and forth between those divisions, first hinting one way, then the other. That is the reason Latin
music is so challenging and rewarding to play. In this example, we see a typical samba or bossa nova pattern
followed by a rhythmically distorted fill above it. These techniques can also be used in jazz and rock. Behind
or on the beat Time Feel: Wide range Blues is all about the feel. Wide range but usually medium As blues
music speeds up beyond our ability to play all three cymbal notes per beat, we drop the middle note, leaving
the first and third note to create the cymbal pattern characteristic of a shuffle. Shuffles can also be played with
a jazz ride pattern or straight quarter-notes with the snare and bass drum outlining the shuffle rhythm.
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Different styles of music require different styles of playing, and this is no exception for drummers. A good drummer can
be great in one particular genre, but a great drummer is well-versed in several different ones.

Inuit music The Inuit of Alaska , Northwest Territories , Yukon Territory , Nunavut and Greenland are well
known for their throat-singing , an unusual method of vocalizing found only in a few cultures worldwide.
Throat-singing is used as the basis for a game among the Inuit. Narrow-ranged melodies and declamatory
effects are common, as in the Northwest. Repeated notes mark the ends of phrases. Box drums , which are
found elsewhere, are common, as is a tambourine -like hand drum. Nettl describes "Eskimo" music as some of
the simplest on the continent, listing characteristics including recitative-like singing, complex rhythmic
organization, relatively small melodic range averaging about a sixth, prominence of major thirds and minor
seconds melodically, with undulating melodic movement. However, the earliest written documentation comes
from the arrival of European explorers on the American continent, and the earliest academic research comes
from the late 19th century. During that period, early musicologists and folklorists collected and studied Native
American music, and propounded theories about indigenous styles. In the early 20th century, more systematic
research began led by comparative musicologists like Frances Densmore , Natalie Curtis , George Herzog and
Helen Heffron Roberts. Densmore was the most prolific of the era, publishing more than one hundred works
on Native American music. Most recently, since the s, Native American music has been a part of
ethnomusicological research, studied by Bruno Nettl , William Powers and David McAllester , among others.
Pan-tribalism is the syncretic adoption of traditions from foreign communities. Since the rise of the United
States and Canada, Native Americans have forged a common identity, and invented pan-Indian music, most
famously including powwows , peyote songs , and the Ghost Dance. The Ghost Dance spread throughout the
Plains tribes in the s and many songs are sung today. They are characterized by relaxed vocals and a narrow
range. Apache -derived peyote songs, prayers in the Native American Church , use a descending melody and
monophony. Rattles and water drums are used, in a swift tempo. The Sun Dance and Grass Dance of the plains
are the roots of intertribal powwows, which feature music with terraced descent and nasal vocals, both Plains
characteristic features. An example of an intertribal song is the AIM Song , which uses meaningless vocables
to make it accessible to people of all tribes. However, because of its origins from the Lakota and Ojibwe
people, it still retains some Northern Plains and Great Lakes characteristics. John Trudell Santee Dakota
launched a new genre of spoken word poetry in the s, beginning with Aka Graffiti Man Healing Songs of the
Native American Church. In the 21st century the leading light of contemporary Native American music has
been Martha Redbone whose award winning albums Home of the Brave and Skintalk have incorporated both
traditional song and culture references into a brew of soul, funk, rock and jazz that has reached audiences
across Europe and Japan as well as into the urban communities of the US. American Indian opera is an
intertribal music tradition, created when Gertrude Bonnin , a Yankton Dakota activist collaborated with a
classical composer William Hanson to create the opera, Sun Dance in Native American flute The Native
American flute has achieved some measure of fame for its distinctive sound, used in a variety of new age and
world music recordings. Its music was used in courtship , healing , meditation, and spiritual rituals. The late s
saw a roots revival centered around the flute, with a new wave of flautists and artisans like Doc Tate
Nevaquaya Comanche and Carl Running Deer. Notable and award winning Native American flautists include:
Tommy Wildcat is a contemporary flutist, who makes traditional Cherokee river cane flutes. Carlos Nakai
Changes , , who has achieved Gold record status and mainstream credibility for his mixture of the flute with
other contemporary genres. The Native American flute is the only flute in the world constructed with two air
chambers - there is a wall inside the flute between the top slow air chamber and the bottom chamber which has
the whistle and finger holes. The top chamber also serves as a secondary resonator, which gives the flute its
distinctive sound. There is a hole at the bottom of the "slow" air chamber and a generally square hole at the
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top of the playing chamber. A block or "bird" with a spacer is tied on top of the flute to form a thin, flat
airstream for the whistle hole or "window". Some more modern flutes use an undercut either in the block or
the flute to eliminate the need for a spacer. Unlike Western music, traditional American Indian music had no
standard pitch reference such as A , so flutes were not standardized for pitch. Historic Native American flutes
are generally tuned to a variation of the minor pentatonic scale such as you would get playing the black keys
on a piano , which gives the instrument its distinctive plaintive sound. The root keys of modern Native
American flutes span a range of about three and a half octaves, from C2 to A5. Native American flutes most
commonly have either 5 or 6 holes, but instruments can have anything from no holes to seven including a
thumb hole. Various makers employ different scales and fingerings for their flutes. Some modern Native
American flutes are called "drone" flutes, and are two or more flutes built together. Generally, the drone
chamber plays a fixed note which the other flute can play against in harmony. Drums[ edit ] Drum and
drumsticks at rest Drums are highly influential in American Indian music. Different tribes have different
traditions about their drums and how to play them. For larger dance or powwow type drums, the basic
construction is very similar in most tribes: Traditionally American Indian drums are large, two to three feet in
diameter, and they are played communally by groups of singers who sit around them in a circle. For smaller
single-sided hand drums, a thinner frame or shell is used, and a rawhide surface is strung onto only one side,
with lacing across the other. Other types include two basic styles of water drums: The Iroquois water drum is a
small cup-shaped wooden vessel, with water inside it, and a moistened tanned hide stretched across the top
opening; the wetness and tightness of the tanned hide produce changes in pitch as the water drum is played
over time. The Yaqui type of water drum is actually a half gourd, large in size, that floats in a tub of water like
a bubble on the surface; the outer round surface of the gourd is struck with a drum stick, and the vibrations are
amplified using the tub of water as a resonator. Another type of drum called a foot drum have been found in
several southwestern and central-Californian Native American archaeological sites inhabited, or formally
inhabited, by the Miwok , Maidu , Nahua , and Hopi Indian tribes. The awards were born out of a need for
greater recognition for Native American music initiatives and remains the largest professional membership
based organization in the world. Samples[ edit ] Media: The singer is George Miller, who was probably born
in about It was described as: They were sung without drum, bell or rattle, to accent the rhythm, in which these
songs is subordinated to tonality and is felt only in the musical phrases. Vibrations for the purpose of giving
greater expression were not only affected by the tremolo of the voice, but they were enhanced by waving the
hand, or a spray of artemesia before the lips, while the body often swayed gently to the rhythm of the song
Fletcher, , p.
Chapter 6 : Peter Magadiniâ€™s Polyrhythmic Life - Modern Drummer Magazine
In order to READ Online or Download Basic Rhythms For The Club Date Drummer ebooks in PDF, ePUB, Tuebl and
Mobi format, you need to create a FREE account. We cannot guarantee that Basic Rhythms For The Club Date
Drummer book is in the library, But if You are still not sure with the service, you can choose FREE Trial service.

Chapter 7 : Jazz drumming - Wikipedia
Some basic rhythms in jazz General Rhythmic Profile While so called traditional music (form the common practice era
and beyond) accentuates the.

Chapter 8 : Rhythm Patterns | Theta Music Trainer: Ear Training and Music Theory
Cuban Rhythms for Percussion and Drumset covers the country's most popular dances, and is focused around an
understanding of clave and conga technique from which the pulse in Cuban music is derived. "The way I designed the
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book and the way I teach my students," Mazza explains, "is to first understand the idea of clave.

Chapter 9 : Search Results for â€œbasic rhythms for the club date drummerâ€• â€“ calendrierdelascience.
Here are a few great beginner drum beats that you need to know! Get 's of beginner drum lessons!
calendrierdelascience.com Sometimes as a beginner drummer it is hard.
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